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Deputy Director-General Wu (3rd from left) attends the 
CCDSCR.

 ■  Technology and Archeology: Special 
Exhibition “Monuments of Mosul in 
Danger”

From Nov. 21, 2017 to Jan. 21, 2018, the National 

Central Library (NCL) and the Oriental Institute 

of the Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic 

jointly held an exhibition entitled “Monuments 

of Mosul in Danger” at the NCL. The opening 

ceremony for the exhibition was held on Nov. 

21. Both Representative Václav Jílek, the Czech 

Economic and Cultural Off ice in Taipei, and 

Director Ondřej Beránek, Oriental Institute of the 

Academy of Sciences, were invited to deliver the 

opening remarks.

This exhibition was first shown in February 

2017 at the Academy of Sciences. Taiwan is the 

location for the exhibition’s first overseas showing. 

Mosul is a famous Middle Eastern historical city 

whose residents have been driven from their homes 

by the chaos of war; treasured ancient sites have 

also been a victim of the conflict. Using satellite 

imaging, telemetry, and historical photographs, a 

group of historians and archeologists have launched 

a systematic review and record of this cultural 

disaster. The exhibition uses techniques such as 

augmented reality (AR) and 3D printing to present 

the results of the archeological survey.

Representative Václav Jílek (4th right), Director-General 
Tseng (5th right) and Director Ondřej Beránek (center) 
toast the opening of the exhibition.

 ■  Book Donation Ceremony and National 
Premiere of a Documentary

On Oct. 12, 2017, a ceremony was held in the 

National Central Library (NCL) for the donation 

of 100 sets of the Complete Works of Venerable 

Master Hsing Yun by the FoGuang Shan (佛光山) 

Foundation for Buddhist Culture and Education. 

A documentary entitled “Humanistic Buddhism: 

Beginner’s Mind” also received its first screening 

at the event. The 100 sets of the Complete Works 

are to be donated to 100 libraries and universities 

across Taiwan, each set comprising 365 volumes, 

symbolizing the endless cycle of the days of the 

year. Each set is a portrait of the conduct and 

virtues of Master Hsing Yun, and the crystallization 

of his personal wisdom. 

The ver y f i r s t  sc reen ing was held of  a 

documentary entitled “Humanistic Buddhism: 

Beginner’s Mind,” followed by a discussion. All 

in all, this event included three firsts: the first 

ceremony marking the donation of the Complete 

Works of Venerable Master Hsing Yun; the first 

screening of “Humanistic Buddhism: Beginner’s 

Mind”; and the first stop on the itinerary of the 

“Master Hsing Yun Works Collection Exhibition” 

before it goes on tour. It was hoped that readers 

would come into contact with the wisdom of the 
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Dharma though this event.

Abbot of FoGuang Shan Monastery, the Venerable 
HsinPao (7th right), and Director-General Tseng 
(7th left), pictured with special guests at the donation 
ceremony.

NCL Publications

 ■  Internat ional  Jo int  Research and 
Training Program for Nation’s Memory 
and Archives Management

Published in Oct. 2017
ISBN: 9789576786372

This book is the proceedings of the International 

Joint Research and Training Program for Nation’s 

Memory and Archives Management. The workshop 

invited twelve scholars and experts from Taiwan 

and abroad to share their techniques and actual 

experience in managing national memories and 

documents. A schedule and short introductions of 

the presenters and the discussants were available. It 

also contains abstracts and PowerPoint printouts of 

the twelve lectures. 

 ■  RDA Cataloging Handbook for Audio-
visual Resources

Published in Dec. 2017
ISBN: 9789576786389

This handbook is based on RDA and assists 

librarians in charge of cataloging using the post 

common MARC 21 format. It assists them to 

complete each item in a catalog record completely. 

It is hoped that it can be referenced so that RDA 

standards and MARC 21 formatting can be used to 

make records for audio-visual resources.

 ■ Fascinating Culture of Books

Published in Oct. 2017
ISBN: 9789576786365

書：紙文化的魅力
Fascinating Culture of Books

《欽定武英殿聚珍版程式》

（清）金簡撰

清道光八年 (1828)福建重刊同治間
至光緒二十年 (1894)續修增刊本
Qinding wuyingdian juzhenban 
chengshi 
(Handbook for Printing with Movable 
Types from the Hall of Martial Valor)
By Jin Jian (?-1794), Qing dynasty. 
Printed edition, 1828-1894.GPN  1010601620

展覽時間：2017年 11月 14日至 12月 31日
Exhibition Time: 2017. Nov. 14- Dec. 31
展覽地點：伊利諾大學香檳分校總圖　國際

與區域研究館

Exhibition Location: International and Area 
Studies Library, Main Library, The University of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

The subject of this exhibition is paper, including 
the invention of papermaking, the origins of written 
books, the invention and development of printing, 
book-binding art, among others. The Rare Book 
Collection of the National Central Library and 
contemporary publications in Taiwan are also part 
of the exhibition which allows visitors to learn 
about the fascinating history of paper culture and to 
understand the important role played by paper and 
books in the history of human civilization.


